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From: yasser 7337 [email protected]
Subject:


Date: July 14, 2015 at 7:14 AM
To: [email protected]


Assume a portion of a firm's long-term funds includes either debt or preferred stock. Which of the following statements is correct?


a. The firm must possess operating leverage, which means that a change in net income will result in a greater percentage change in earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT).


b. The firm has financial leverage, which means that a change in sales will result in a greater percentage change in EBIT.


c. The firm has financial leverage, which means that a change in EBIT will result in a greater percentage change in earnings per share (EPS).


d. The firm doesn't have leverage, because leverage is created through the use of common equity financing only.


e. None of the above is a correct answer.


QUEST ION)
1


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


The portion of the firm's earnings that has been reinvested in the firm rather than paid out in dividends is called


a. net income.


b. retained earnings.


c. reinvestment return.


d. DRIP.


e. gross margin.


QUEST ION)
2


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


Tara is evaluating two mutually exclusive capital budgeting projects that have the following characteristics:


 


 Cash Flows


Year Project Q Project R


0 $(4,000) $(4,000)


1         0   3,500 


2   5,000   1,100 


   
IRR 11.8% 12.0% 


If the firm's required rate of return (r) is 10 percent, which project should be purchased?


a. Both projects should be purchased, because the IRRs for both projects exceed the firm's required rate of return.


b. Neither project should be accepted, because the IRRs for both projects exceed the firm's required rate of return.


c. Project Q should be accepted, because its net present value (NPV) is higher than Project R's NPV.


d. Project R should be accepted, because its net present value (NPV) is higher than Project Q's NPV.


e. None of the above is a correct answer.


QUEST ION)
3


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


You have recently been hired to improve the performance of Multiplex Corporation which has been experiencing a severe cash shortage. As one part of your analysis, you want to 
determine the firm's cash conversion cycle. Using the following information and a 360-day year, what is your estimate of the firm's current cash conversion cycle?


Current inventory = $120,000


Annual sales = $600,000


Accounts receivable = $160,000


QUEST ION)
4


9)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer
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Accounts receivable = $160,000


Accounts payable = $25,000


Total annual purchases = $360,000


Purchases credit terms: net 30 days


Receivables credit terms: net 50 days


a. 191 days


b. 168 days


c. 143 days


d. 100 days


e. 49 days


A firm's current ratio has steadily increased over the past 5 years, from 1.9 five years ago to 3.8 today. What would a financial analyst be most justified in concluding?


a. The firm's fixed assets turnover probably has improved.


b. The firm's liquidity position probably has improved.


c. The firm's stock price probably has increased.


d. Each of the above is likely to have occurred.


e. The analyst would be unable to draw any conclusions from this information.


QUEST ION)
5


Express Press evaluates many different capital budgeting projects each year. The risks of the projects often differ significantly, from very little risk to risks that are substantially greater than 
the average risk associated with the firm. If Express Press always uses its weighted average cost of capital, or average required rate of return, to evaluate all of these capital budgeting 
projects, then the company might make an incorrect decision, or a mistake, by


a. rejecting projects that actually should be rejected.


b. accepting project that actually should be accepted.


c. accepting projects with internal rates of return that are too high.


d. accepting projects that actually should be rejected.


e. rejecting projects with internal rates of return that are lower than the appropriate risk-adjusted required rate of return.


QUEST ION)
6


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


Union Atlantic Corporation, which has a required rate of return equal to 14 percent, is evaluating a capital budgeting project that has the following characteristics:


 


Year Cash Flows


0 $(170,000)


1 60,750 


2 60,750 


3 60,750 


4 60,750 


Union Atlantic's capital budgeting manager has determined that the project's net present value is $7,008. According to this information, which of the following statements is correct?


a. The project's internal rate of return (IRR) must be greater than 14 percent.


b. The project's discounted payback must be less that its economic life.


c. The project should be purchased by Union Atlantic.


d. All of these statements are correct.


e. None of these statements is correct.


QUEST ION)
7


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


QUEST ION)


5)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer








Blow Glass Corporation has 100,000 shares of stock outstanding, each with a par value of $2.50 per share. Blow Glass also has another 400,000 shares of stock that are shelf registered. 
Blow Glass has retained earnings of $9,000,000 and additional paid-in capital of $1,000,000. What is Blow Glass's book value per share?


a. $27.50


b. $100.00


c. $92.50


d. $90.00


e. $102.50


QUEST ION)
8


You have developed the following data on three stocks:


 


Stock Standard Deviation Beta


A 0.15 0.79


B 0.25 0.61


C 0.20 1.29


If you are a risk minimizer, you should choose Stock ____ if it is to be held in isolation and Stock ____ if it is to be held as part of a well-diversified portfolio.


a. A; A


b. A; B


c. C; B


d. C; A


e. B; A


QUEST ION)
9


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


The following facts apply to your company:


Target capital structure: 50% debt; 50% equity.


EBIT: $200 million.


Assets: $500 million.


Tax rate: 40%.


Cost of new and old debt: 8%.


Based on the residual dividend policy, the payout ratio is 60 percent. How large (in millions of dollars) will the capital budget be?


a. $108.0


b. $64.8


c. $43.2


d. $50.0


e. $86.4


QUEST ION)10


5)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


Compared to corporations, what is the primary disadvantage of partnerships as forms of business organizations?


a. The owners of a partnership, that is, the partners, have unlimited liability when it comes to business obligations whereas the owners of a corporation have limited liability.


b. Any dividends paid to the owners of a partnership business are taxed twice, once at the partnership level and once at the personal, or individual level.


c. The tax rates applied to partnership are higher than the tax rates applied to corporations.


QUEST ION)11


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer








c. The tax rates applied to partnership are higher than the tax rates applied to corporations.


d. Partnerships have unlimited lives whereas corporations do not.


e. Partnerships generally are much easier to form (start up) than corporations.


An evaluation of four independent capital budgeting projects by the director of capital budgeting for Ziker Golf Company yielded the following results:


 


 Internal rate of  


Project of return, IRR Risk level


L    19.0% Average


E 15.0 High


M 12.0 Low


Q 11.0 Average


The firm's weighted average cost of capital is 12 percent. Ziker Golf generally evaluates projects that are riskier than average by adjusting its required rate of return by 4 percent, whereas 
projects with less-than-average risk are evaluated by adjusting the required rate of return by 2 percent. Which project(s) should the firm purchase?


a. Project L


b. Projects L and E


c. Projects L and M


d. Projects L, E, and M


e. None of the above is a correct answer.


QUEST ION)12


If the yield to maturity (the market rate of return) of a bond is less than its coupon rate, the bond should be


a. selling at a premium; i.e., the bond's market price should be greater than its face value.


b. purchased because it is a good deal.


c. selling at par; i.e., the bond's market price should be the same as its face value.


d. selling at a discount; i.e., the bond's market price should be less than its face (maturity) value.


QUEST ION)13


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


A share of preferred stock pays a quarterly dividend of $2.50. If the price of this preferred stock is currently $50, what is the simple annual rate of return?


a. 23%


b. 28%


c. 20%


d. 18%


e. 12%


QUEST ION)14


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


Alice Stewart, who is the CFO of Meyers Foods, is teaching an upper-level course in corporate finance at the University of Phoenix. One of the assignments Alice gave her class was to 
compute the component costs of capital for Meyers Foods. Meyers Foods uses debt and common stock (no preferred stock) to finance its investments. Students in the class did not reach the 
same conclusions about the relationships among the components costs!that is, the after-tax cost of debt, rdT, the cost of retained earnings (i.e., internal equity), rs, and the cost of new, or 
external, equity, re. Which of the following relationships should be correct for Meyers Foods?


a. rdT < rs < re


b. rs < rdT < re


c. re < rdT < rs


d. re < rs < rdT


e. None of the above is a correct relationship.


QUEST ION)15


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


QUEST ION)16


5)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer








As a short-term creditor concerned with a company's ability to meet its financial obligation to you, which one of the following combinations of ratios would you most likely prefer?


 
Current


Ratio TIE
Debt


Ratio


    


a.


 2.5 0.5 0.71
b.


 1.5 1.5 0.50
c.


 1.0 1.0 0.50
d.


 2.0 1.0 0.67
e.


 0.5 0.5 0.33  


QUEST ION)16


A 9 percent coupon bond issued by the State of Pennsylvania sells for $1,000 and thus provides a 9 percent yield to maturity. What yield on a Synthetic Chemical Company bond would 
cause the two bonds to provide the same after-tax rate of return to an investor in the 28 percent tax bracket?


a. 14.00%


b. 17.50%


c. 12.50%


d. 9.00%


e. 7.00%


QUEST ION)17


5)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


Assume that you will receive $2,000 a year in Years 1 through 5, $3,000 a year in Years 6 through 8, and $4,000 in Year 9, with all cash flows to be received at the end of the year. If you 
require a 14 percent rate of return, what is the present value of these cash flows?


a. $15,129


b. $11,714


c. $9,851


d. $13,250


e. $17,353


QUEST ION)18


5)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


When constructing pro forma financial statements, which of the following steps should be completed first?


a. Determine whether the firm is operating above or below its operating breakeven point.


b. Forecast next period's income statement.


c. Determine the additional funds needed, AFN, to support expected growth.


d. Consider the impact of external financing on the additional funds needed (AFN) to determine how much additional interest or dividends must be paid to support expected 
growth!that is, consider financing feedbacks.


e. Forecast next period's balance sheet.


QUEST ION)19


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


A $10,000 loan is to be amortized over 5 years, with annual end-of-year payments. Given the following facts, which of these statements is correct?


QUEST ION)20


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer








A $10,000 loan is to be amortized over 5 years, with annual end-of-year payments. Given the following facts, which of these statements is correct?


a. The annual payments would be larger if the interest rate were lower.


b. If the loan were amortized over 10 years rather than 5 years, and if the interest rate were the same in either case, the first payment would include more dollars of interest under the 5-
year amortization plan.


c. The last payment would have a higher proportion of interest than the first payment.


d. The proportion of interest versus principal repayment would be the same for each of the 5 payments.


e. The proportion of each payment that represents interest as opposed to repayment of principal would be higher if the interest rate were higher.


The marginal cost of capital ____ as more capital is raised during a given period.


a. decreases


b. changes in an unpredictable way


c. does not change


d. increases


e. approaches zero


QUEST ION)21


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


Byron Corporation
Byron Corporation's present capital structure, which is also its target capital structure, is 40 percent debt and 60 percent common equity. Next year's net income is projected to be $21,000, 
and Byron's payout ratio is 30 percent. The company's earnings and dividends are growing at a constant rate of 5 percent; the last dividend (D0) was $2.00; and the current equilibrium 
stock price is $21.88. Byron can raise all the debt financing it needs at 14.0 percent. If Byron issues new common stock, a 20 percent flotation cost will be incurred. The firm's marginal tax 
rate is 40 percent.


Refer to Byron Corporation. What is the component cost of the equity raised by selling new common stock?


a. 15.0%


b. 16.4%


c. 17.0%


d. 12.0%


e. 14.6%


QUEST ION)22


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


According to the following information, which of the stocks would be considered riskiest in a diversified portfolio of investments?


 


Stock σ β


ABC 12.5% 1.0


FGH   8.0% 0.5


MNO 20.2% 2.4


TUV 15.3% 3.0


a. Stock MNO, because it has the highest standard deviation.


b. Stock FGH, because it has the highest s/b ratio


c. Stock ABC, because its beta is the same as the market beta (1.0) and the market is always very, very risky.


d. Stock TUV, because it has the highest beta.


QUEST ION)23


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


A firm following a conservative approach to working capital policy will finance ____ of the fixed assets, ____ of the permanent current assets, and ____ of temporary current assets are 
financed with long term capital.


a. all; all; some


QUEST ION)24


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer








b. none; all; all


c. all; none; none


d. all; some; none


e. some; all; all


A 2-for-1 stock split


a. requires the firm to adjust the value of its total assets on the balance sheet.


b. increases the number of shares of stock held by the firm's stockholders.


c. requires stockholders to invest more money in the firm's stock.


d. increases the per share price of the firm's stock.


e. generally decreases the total value of the firm that splits its stock.


QUEST ION)25


Allen Corporation can (1) build a new plant which should generate a before-tax return of 11 percent, or (2) invest the same funds in the preferred stock of FPL, which should provide Allen 
with a before-tax return of 9%, all in the form of dividends. Assume that Allen's marginal tax rate is 25 percent, and that 70 percent of dividends received are excluded from taxable income. 
If the plant project is divisible into small increments, and if the two investments are equally risky, what combination of these two possibilities will maximize Allen's effective return on the 
money invested?


a. 60% in the project; 40% in FPL.


b. All in the plant project.


c. 60% in FPL; 40% in the project.


d. All in FPL preferred stock.


e. 50% in each.


QUEST ION)26


5)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


Suppose someone offered you your choice of two equally risky annuities, each paying $5,000 per year for 5 years. One is an annuity due, while the other is a regular (or deferred) annuity. If 
you are a rational wealth-maximizing investor which annuity would you choose?


a. Without information about the appropriate interest rate, we cannot find the values of the two annuities, hence we cannot tell which is better.


b. The annuity due; however, if the payments on both were doubled to $10,000, the deferred annuity would be preferred.


c. The annuity due.


d. The deferred annuity.


e. Either one, because as the problem is set up, they have the same present value.


QUEST ION)27


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


A firm is evaluating a new machine to replace an existing, older machine. The old (existing) machine is being depreciated at $20,000 per year, whereas the new machine's depreciation will 
be $18,000. The firm's marginal tax rate is 30 percent. Everything else equal, if the new machine is purchased, what effect will the change in depreciation have on the firm's incremental 
operating cash flows?


a. There should be no effect on the firm's cash flows, because depreciation is a noncash expense.


b. Operating cash flows will increase by $2,000.


c. Operating cash flows will increase by $1,400.


d. Operating cash flows will decrease by $600.


e. None of the above is correct.


QUEST ION)28


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


Risk in a revenue producing project can best be adjusted for by


a. Picking a risk factor equal to the average discount rate.


QUEST ION)29


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer








b. Reducing the NPV by 10 percent for risky projects.


c. Adjusting the discount rate downward for increasing risk.


d. Ignoring it.


e. Adjusting the discount rate upward for increasing risk.


Which of the following ratios measures how effectively a firm is managing its assets?


a. quick ratio


b. inventory turnover ratio


c. price earnings ratio


d. profit margin


e. times interest earned


QUEST ION)30


The accounts of Weston Inc. indicate the following changes in long-term assets and capital for the past year:


 


(1) Fifty thousand (50,000) shares of common stock were sold at $25 per share.
(2) Two million dollars ($2 million) in bonds matured and were retired.
(3) Dividends of $1 million were paid.
(4) Net fixed assets declined by $200,000.
(5) Net income was calculated to be $2 million.
(6) Depreciation expense was $1.5 million.
What was the increase or decrease in net working capital? (Hint: Changes in net fixed assets incorporate changes in both gross fixed assets and accumulated depreciation.)


a. +$450,000


b. −$250,000


c. −$1,950,000


d. +$3,300,000


e. +$1,950,000


QUEST ION)31


8)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


A college intern working at Anderson Paints evaluated potential investments—that is, capital budgeting projects, using the firm's average required rate of return (WACC), and he produced 
the following report for the capital budgeting manager:


Project NPV IRR   Risk


LOM $1,500 12.5% High


QUE 0 11.0   Low


YUP 800 9.5   Average


DOG (450) 10.0   Low


The capital budgeting manager usually considers the risks associated with capital budgeting projects before making her final decision. If a project has a risk that is different from average, 
she adjusts the average required rate of return by adding or subtracting 2 percentage points. If the four projected listed above are independent, which one(s) should the capital budgeting 
manager recommend be purchased?


a. Project LOM only, because it has both the highest NPV and the higher IRR.


b. Projects LOM, QUE, and YUP, because they all have positive NPVs and their IRRs.


c. Projects DOG and QUE, because their IRRs are greater than their risk-adjusted discount he projects returns are higher than the rates of return that capital budgeting manager uses to 
evaluate them.


d. Projects QUE, YUP, and DOG, because their IRRs are greater than their risk-adjusted discount rates!that is, the projects returns are higher than the rates of return that capital 
budgeting manager uses to evaluate them.


e. There is not enough information to answer this question, because the firm's average required rate of return cannot be determined.


QUEST ION)32


5)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


The primary goal of a publicly-owned firm interested in serving its stockholders should be to


QUEST ION)33


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer








a. Maximize the stock price per share.


b. Minimize the chances of losses.


c. Minimize the debt used by a firm.


d. Maximize expected EPS.


e. Maximize expected net income.


Which of the following should be the primary goal pursued by the financial manager of a firm?


a. Maximize the firm's net worth, or book value.


b. Maximize the market value of the firm's stock.


c. Maximize dividends paid to common stockholders.


d. Maximize net income (profits).


e. Minimize variable operating expenses.


QUEST ION)34


Listed below are some provisions that are often contained in bond indentures:


1. Fixed assets may be used as security.
2. The bond may be subordinated to other classes of debt.
3. The bond may be made convertible.
4. The bond may have a sinking fund.
5. The bond may have a call provision.
6. The bond may have restrictive covenants in its indenture.


Which of the above provisions, each viewed alone, would tend to reduce the yield to maturity investors would otherwise require on a newly issued bond?


a. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6


b. 1, 3, 4, 6


c. 1, 3, 4, 5, 6


d. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6


e. 1, 4, 6


QUEST ION)35


5)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


Ducheyne Electric recently declared a 15 percent stock dividend. On the date of the stock dividend Ducheyne had 16 million shares outstanding priced at $46 per share in the market. An 
accounting entry was required on the balance sheet transferring some retained earnings to the common stock account. If retained earnings was $280 million prior to the transaction, what 
was the dollar amount of retained earnings after the transfer?


a. $110.4 million


b. $277.6 million


c. $234.0 million


d. $280.0 million


e. $169.6 million


QUEST ION)36


5)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


If the firm is being operated so as to maximize shareholder wealth, and if our basic assumptions concerning the relationship between risk and return are true, then which of the following 
should be true?


a. If the beta of the asset is larger than the firm's beta, then the required return on the asset is less than the required return on the firm.


b. If the beta of the asset is smaller than the firm's beta, then the required return on the asset is greater than the required return on the firm.


c. If the beta of the asset is greater than the corporate beta prior to the addition of that asset, then the corporate beta after the purchase of the asset will be smaller than the original 
corporate beta.


d. If the beta of an asset is larger than the corporate beta prior to the addition of that asset, then the required return on the firm will be greater after the purchase of that asset than prior to 
its purchase.


e. None of the above is a true statement.


QUEST ION)37


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


QUEST ION)38


5)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer








Micromain Company has 10,000,000 shares of common stock authorized and 8,000,000 shares outstanding, each with a $1.00 par value. The firm's additional paid-in capital account has a 
balance of $18,000,000. The previous year's retained earnings account was $124,000,000. In the year just ended, Micromain generated net income of $16,000,000 and the firm has a 
dividend payout ratio of 40 percent. What will Micromain's book value per share be when based on the final year-end balance sheet?


a. $15.96


b. $18.75


c. $20.75


d. $19.95


e. $15.00


QUEST ION)38


Your company's stock sells for $50 per share, its last dividend (D0) was $2.00, its growth rate is a constant 5 percent, and the company would incur a flotation cost of 15 percent if it sold 
new common stock. Net income for the coming year is expected to be $500,000 and the firm's payout ratio is 60 percent. The firm's common equity ratio is 30 percent and it has no 
preferred stock outstanding. The firm can borrow up to $300,000 at an interest rate of 7 percent; any additional debt will have an interest rate of 9 percent. Your company's tax rate is 40 
percent. If the firm has a capital budget of $1,000,000, what is the WACC for the last dollar of capital the company raises?


a. 6.76%


b. 11.81%


c. 13.25%


d. 3.78%


e. 9.94%


QUEST ION)39


8)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


All of the following are external factors that influence the stock prices of the firm except


a. capital structure


b. legal constraints


c. general level of economic activity


d. conditions in the stock market


e. tax laws


QUEST ION)40


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


The degree of operating leverage has which of the following characteristics?


a. The closer the firm is operating to breakeven quantity, the smaller the DOL.


b. If the firm has no debt, the DOL will equal 1.


c. A change in quantity demanded will produce the same percentage change in EBIT as an identical change in price per unit of output, other things held constant.


d. The DOL is not a fixed number for a given firm, but will depend upon the time zero values of the economic variables Q (Quantity), P (Price), and V (Volume).


e. The DOL relates the change in net income to the change in net operating income.


QUEST ION)41


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


For the past 10 years, Green Thumb Shrubbery has paid a very handsome dividend such that the dividend yield normally has been approximately 10 percent. The holder-of-record date for 
the next dividend payment is tomorrow. Sally Anderson just bought Green Thumb's stock a few minutes ago. As a result and assuming the stock's price has been stable for the past couple 
of days, the price Sally paid for her stock should have been


a. greater than it was a couple of days ago because she will get the next dividend paid by Green Thumb, which is expected to be fairly substantial.


b. less than it was couple of days ago because she will not receive the next dividend paid by the company.


c. approximately the same as it was a couple of days ago because the stock's price has been stable and the next dividend should not affect the current price of the stock.


d. differ from what it was a couple of days ago because the prices of all stocks constantly fluctuate; but there is not enough information to determine whether the price will be higher or 
lower than it was previously.


QUEST ION)42


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


2)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer








e. None of the above is a correct answer.


Yesterday, Bicksler Corporation purchased (and received) raw materials on credit from its supplier. All else equal, if Bicksler's current ratio was 2.0 before the purchase, what effect did this 
transaction have on Bicksler's current ratio?


a. increased


b. decreased


c. stayed the same


d. There is not enough information to answer this question.


e. None of the above is a correct answer.


QUEST ION)43


You are considering an investment in the common stock of Cowher Corp. The stock is expected to pay a dividend of $2 per share at the end of the year (i.e., D1 = $2.0 ). The stock has a 
beta equal to 1.2. The risk-free rate is 6 percent. The market risk premium is 5 percent. The stock's dividend is expected to grow at some constant rage, g. The stock currently sells for $40 a 
share. Assuming the market is in equilibrium, what does the market believe the stock price will be at the end of three years? (In other words, what is P3?)


a. $40.00


b. $46.31


c. $42.35


d. $45.67


e. $49.00


QUEST ION)44


5)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


You are given the following data:


 


r* = real risk-free rate
4%


Constant inflation premium 7%


Maturity risk premium 1%


Default risk premium for AAA bonds 3%


Liquidity premium for long-term T-bonds 2%


Assume that a highly liquid market does not exist for long-term T-bonds, and the expected rate of inflation is a constant. Given these conditions, the nominal risk-free rate for T-bills is 
____, and the rate on long-term Treasury bonds is ____.


a. 11%; 17%


b. 11%; 14%


c. 4%; 15%


d. 4%; 14%


e. 11%; 15%


QUEST ION)45


5)points))) Save)AnswerSave)Answer


Projects A and B have the same expected lives and initial cash outflows. However, one project's cash flows are larger in the early years, while the other project has larger cash flows in the 
later years. The two NPV profiles are given below:


QUEST ION)46


Which of the following statements is correct?


a. Project A has the smaller cash flows in the later years.


b. Project A has the larger cash flows in the later years.
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c. We require information on the required rate of return in order to determine which project has larger early cash flows.


d. The NPV profile graph is inconsistent with the statement made in the problem.


e. None of the above statements is correct.


Expert Analysts Resources (EAR) has provided you with the following information about three companies you are currently evaluating:


 Degree of Operating Degree of Financial


Company Leverage (DOL) Leverage (DFL)


Acme 1.5× 6.0×


Apex 3.0× 4.0×


Alps 5.0× 2.0×


According to this information, which firm would be considered riskiest?


a. Alps, because it has the highest DOL.


b. Acme, because its degree of total leverage (DTL) is almost equal to 10×.


c. Acme, because its DFL equals 6.0, which is the highest leverage associated with any of the three firms.


d. Acme, because is has the lowest DOL.


e. Apex, because it has the highest degree of total (DTL).


QUEST ION)47


Gator Corporation currently has a current ratio equal to 0.65. If Gator Corporation increases current assets and current liabilities by the same amount, what will happen to their current ratio?


a. Increase


b. Decrease


c. Stay the same


d. Change, but more information is required to determine the direction of the change.


e. None of the above.
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All else equal, the future value of a lump-sum amount invested today will increase if the


a. interest rate that is earned is lowered.


b. number of compounding periods is increased.


c. investment time period is shortened.


d. amount initially invested is lowered.


e. Two or more of the above answers are correct.
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The target capital structure of a firm is the capital structure that


a. minimizes the operating risk of the firm's assets.


b. maximizes the tax shield created by debt.


c. minimizes the default risk of long-term debt.


d. maximizes the price of the firm's stock.


e. none of the above.


QUEST ION)50
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Rollincoast Incorporated issued BBB bonds two years ago that provided a yield to maturity of 11.5 percent. Long-term risk-free government bonds were yielding 8.7 percent at that time. 
The current risk premium on BBB bonds versus government bonds is half what it was two years ago. If the risk-free long-term governments are currently yielding 7.8 percent, then at what 
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The current risk premium on BBB bonds versus government bonds is half what it was two years ago. If the risk-free long-term governments are currently yielding 7.8 percent, then at what 
rate should Rollincoast expect to issue new bonds?


a. 12.9%


b. 9.2%


c. 8.7%


d. 10.2%


e. 7.8%


You are the owner of a small business which has the following balance sheet:


 


Current assets $ 5,000 Accounts payable $ 1,000


Net fixed assets 10,000 Accruals 1,000


  Long-term debt 5,000


 _____ Common equity    8,000


Total assets $15,000 Total $15,000


Fixed and current assets are fully utilized, and the sales/assets and sales/spontaneous liabilities ratios will remain constant. Next year you expect sales to increase by 50 percent. You also 
expect to retain $2,000 of next year's earnings within the firm. What is next year's additional external funding requirement, i.e., what is your firm's AFN?


a. No additional funds are required.


b. $3,500


c. $4,500


d. $5,500


e. The answer depends on this year's sales level.


QUEST ION)52


Bonds issued by BB&C Communications that have a coupon rate of interest equal to 10.65 percent currently have a yield to maturity (YTM) equal to 15.25 percent. Based on this 
information, BB&C's bonds must currently be selling at ____ in the financial markets.


a. par value


b. a discount


c. a premium


d. Not enough information is given to answer this question.


e. None of the above is a correct answer.
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All else equal, risk averse investors generally require ____ returns to purchase investments with ____ risks.


a. higher; lower


b. lower; higher


c. higher; higher


d. None of the above is correct.
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The cash conversion cycle is the length of time from the ____ raw materials to manufacture a product until the ____ of accounts receivable associated with the sale of the product.


a. ordering of; creation


b. ordering of; collection


c. payment for; creation


d. payment for; collection


QUEST ION)55
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e. none of the above


Which of the following statements concerning "agency problems" is most correct?


a. Regardless of economic conditions, if a firm's stock price falls during the year, this indicates that the firm's managers must not be acting in the best interests of the shareholders.


b. One method of controlling agency problems is to engage in the taking of "poison pills."


c. One of the best means to control agency problems is to require the managers and other important decision makers of the firm to also be owners of the firm.


d. Agency problems probably would not exist if the important decisions of a firm were made by persons who have no vested interests, such as ownership, in the firm.


e. None of the above is a correct statement.


QUEST ION)56


Your corporation has the following cash flows: 
 


Operating income $250,000


Interest received 10,000


Interest paid 45,000


Dividends received 20,000


Dividends paid 50,000


If the applicable income tax rate is 40 percent, and if 70 percent of dividends received are exempt from taxes, what is the corporation's tax liability?


a. $106,500


b. $88,400


c. $91,600


d. $74,000


e. $100,000
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As a corporate investor paying a marginal tax rate of 34 percent, if 70 percent of dividends are excludable, what would be your after-tax dividend yield on preferred stock with a 16 percent 
before-tax dividend yield?


a. 14.37%


b. 6.36%


c. 7.36%


d. 13.01%


e. 12.19%


QUEST ION)58
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If the calculated NPV is negative, then which of the following must be true? The discount rate used is


a. Less than the internal rate of return.


b. Too low.


c. Too high.


d. Greater than the internal rate of return.


e. Equal to the internal rate of return.
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Velcraft Company has 20,000,000 shares of common stock authorized, but to date, has only 12,000,000 shares outstanding, each with a $1.00 par value. The company has $24,000,000 in 
additional paid-in capital and retained earnings are $96,000,000. What is Velcraft's current book value per share?
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a. $6.60


b. $1.00


c. $9.00


d. $3.00


e. $11.00


Which type of investor would be most likely to purchase zero coupon bonds?


a. Retired individuals seeking income for current consumption.


b. Individuals in high tax brackets.


c. Tax free investors such as pension funds.


d. Risk averse individuals anticipating increases in interest rates.


e. None of the above.


QUEST ION)61


Which of the following financial statements includes information about a firm's assets, equity, and liabilities?


a. Income statement


b. Cash flow statement


c. Balance sheet


d. Statement of retained earnings


e. All of the above


QUEST ION)62
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Stock A has a beta of 1.5 and Stock B has a beta of 0.5. Which of the following statements must be true about these securities? (Assume the market is in equilibrium.)


a. The expected return on Stock B will be greater than that on Stock A.


b. The expected return on Stock A will be greater than that on Stock B.


c. Stock B would be a more desirable addition to a portfolio than Stock A.


d. Stock A would be a more desirable addition to a portfolio than Stock B.


e. When held in isolation, Stock A has greater risk than Stock B.


QUEST ION)63
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Assume the risk-free rate of return (rRF) is 5 percent, the market risk premium (RPM) is 8 percent, and an investment exists that has a beta (β) equal to 1.5. According to the Capital Asset 
Pricing Model (CAPM), which of the following statements is correct?


a. The risk premium associated with the investment would be 12 percent.


b. The appropriate rate of return for the investment is 9.5 percent.


c. All investments that have betas less than 1.0 must earn a total rate of return less than 8 percent.


d. There is not enough information to answer this question.


e. None of the above is a correct statement.
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What is the effective annual return (EAR) for an investment that pays 10 percent compounded annually?


a. equal to 10 percent


b. greater than 10 percent


c. less than 10 percent


QUEST ION)65
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c. less than 10 percent


d. This question cannot be answered without knowing the dollar amount of the investment.


e. None of the above is correct.
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